Prefrontal persistent activity during the delay of spatial working memory tasks is thought to maintain spatial location in memory. A “bump attractor” computational model can account for this physiology and its relation to behavior. However, direct experimental evidence for such bump representation of memorized location is still lacking. Here, we test model-derived predictions in PFC responses and in human psychophysical responses in these tasks. We confirm predictive relationships between the variability of prefrontal activity in the delay and the fine details of recalled spatial location, evident in trial-to-trial imprecise oculomotor responses. Furthermore, we find behavioral evidence for attraction of memorized adjacent locations, as expected in a model with multiple bump attractors. The results support a diffusing bump representation for spatial working memory maintenance instantiated in persistent prefrontal activity. The findings reinforce persistent activity as a basis for spatial working memory, provide evidence for a continuous prefrontal representation of memorized space, and offer experimental support for bump attractor dynamics mediating cognitive tasks in the cortex.